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RapidMailer is the fastest and most powerful WP plugin that
can build your own email autoresponder. It has many options

to check or change from your WordPress.Q: How to use a
variable in the Where-Object statement? I'm just learning

Powershell and I'm quite new to programming. I'm trying to
create a VBScript file that is an HTTP Proxy. Currently I
have it setup so that it collects the URL's I need and sends

them to the Web Server. I have working code to extract the
URL's from an HTML document. But I'm having problems

using that variable in the -match statement. My code
currently extracts the URL from a website as follows: $url =
Get-Content -Path 'C:\Users\David\Desktop\website.html'

This works, and I then do: $url >
C:\Users\David\Desktop\vbs\Collection.vbs This works, and

now I want to use the $url variable in the Where-Object
statement. What I'm trying to say is I need to check if the

URL in the HTML file is equal to $url, so that I can see if the
URL that is in the HTML file is on the Web server, and if

not, go to the other url. The code I'm currently using is: $url
= Get-Content -Path 'C:\Users\David\Desktop\website.html'
$url > C:\Users\David\Desktop\vbs\Collection.vbs Where-

Object -InputObject $url -match "http.*.*" | ForEach-Object
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{ $urls += $_.URL } I've also tried this approach but it seems
that it's not accepting the variable: $urls += $_ -match
"http.*.*" A: You don't need to use a variable for your

comparison in the Where-Object statement. Just create a
comparison to compare a string directly with an expression:
Where-Object -InputObject $_ -match "http.*.*" Q: How

can I keep the rounded corners of a checkbox in Excel VBA?
I have a checkbox in Excel VBA and it looks like this: My

problem is that every time I adjust the border size, the
corners are rounded off.
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